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This season has looked different from any we have
seen before at Queen City Yacht Club. Despite the
challenges, the spirit of our membership persists
and our community remains vibrant as we make the
most of our time on the island and on our boats. In
this issue, we explore what it means to be yacht a
club, get helpful tips on dock maintenance, and we
reflect on the 100th anniversary of the night the
clubhouse slid into the harbour. We also look back at
an article originally published in 1993 regaling the
adventures of a couple of young QCYC members in
the early 1950s taking their boat to Florida.
As we are all responsibly keeping our distance, I hope
you take this opportunity to connect with your fellow
members through their shared articles and photos.
Thanks, as always, to all the volunteers and contributors who made this issue of the Clipper possible.
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The Night Our Clubhouse
slid into Toronto Harbour
By Richard Slee

Queen City started off in 1889 renting a boathouse on
Clendinning Row. In 1892 a joint-stock company, Queen
City Yacht Club Ltd. had been formed to raise funds
through the mandatory purchasing of shares by new
members to build a clubhouse. According to an article in
the Daily Mail and Empire dated February 5, 1894, the
members met to windup the QCYC Ltd. There were two
reasons given for doing this. It was felt that many potential
new members could not afford the purchase of shares
through higher dues and that the Club was happy with its
ability to acquire new rental facilities that would meet its
needs. The dream of a clubhouse did not die in 1894 and
by the end of 1900 began to come to fruition. According to
the minutes of the Board of Directors of December 21,

1900, it was moved by Tommy World that Mr. Knowland be
made Treasurer which carried. It was then moved by
Richard Slee (my great grandfather) that the Treasurer
sell shares in the Queen City Yacht Club of Toronto Ltd and
deposit them to an account at the Imperial Bank of
Canada and that Mr. World contact a Mr. Galt, President of
the Argonaut Boating Association, and arrange a five-year
lease on 75 feet of dock. It is interesting that a proviso was
added that the Association was to ensure that the dock
footing was in good repair. The lease was to start on April
1, 1901. The Secretary was to send a letter to all members
asking them to subscribe to shares at $5 per share and
Mr. Lennox (Edward James Lennox, 1854-1933, a
member of QCYC and a famous architect of Toronto, who
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designed such buildings as Old City Hall, King Edward
Hotel, Hanlan’s Hotel, and Casa Loma) was to draft
drawings for the new building for approval of the Directors
and tendering. The minutes are signed by Richard Slee,
Vice Commodore.
There were of course several challenges. The Imperial
Bank of Canada refused the deposit of funds in the
account as they would be mixed with the general
operating account so the Treasurer had to open an
account with the Dominion Bank. The initial contractor
skipped out on the project and QCYC was forced to pay a
$110 bonus to another contractor to finish the building.
The brand-new clubhouse also leaked when it rained!
In May 1902, the new,
beautifully designed,
clubhouse, which was
situated on Argonaut
Rowing Club’s wharf just to
the east of our first location,
opened. It was located at
the foot of York Street and if
it still existed, it would now
be under the Gardner
Expressway because of
infill. The remnants of what
I believe is the Argonaut Wharf can be seen in this picture
of the excavation of 10 York Street taken by Arleigh
Crawford in July 2014. The following picture of the
clubhouse was taken circa 1910 from the Argonaut
Rowing Club.

We only have one
known interior
shot of the
clubhouse taken
in 1903 of my
Great Grandfather Richard
Slee and his
eldest son
Reginald in what
appears to be the
main assembly
room.
The three-story building has
some interesting aspects. The
first floor, as seen below,
contained a locker room,
washrooms and a dinghy
storage area. This concept would
be carried over onto the island
building in 1921. The second
floor had an assembly room and
a ladies’ room.
The mezzanine contained a
billiard room and office and the
attic had rooms for the Steward and his family.
In the following picture taken from the Air in 1918, QCYC
can be seen along with the new Toronto Harbour
Commission building to the east sitting out on a pier. The
building is now tucked in behind the Watermark building
on the north side of the exit from the Gardiner between
Bay and York.
According to Wayne Lilley, just over a decade later after
the mortgage had been paid off, Thomas World, Past
Commodore at the time, suggested that QCYC consider a
move to the Toronto Island. The Toronto Harbour
Commission (THC) wanted to develop the harbour and
islands by filling in land south of esplanade, dredging the

harbour for larger vessels, using the dredgeate
to expand the islands and to fill in the marshes of
Asbridge’s Bay.
They proposed to move the
sailing and canoe clubs to the
Western Gap. QCYC had also
been offered an option on the
Toronto Islands. The Harbour
Commission began implementation in 1914 and slowly
progressed so that by 1917 Wards
Island had been substantially
expanded and Sunfish Island had
been created (later to be named Algonquin Island).
According to THC’s history of the Toronto harbour (Toronto
Harbour, The Passing Years , 1985) “… expansive reclamation work by Toronto Harbour Commission crews had
progressed so far in the central waterfront that only small
craft had been able to reach the building (QCYC’s
clubhouse) through the narrow channel that remained.”
It is a matter of debate about what happened a hundred
years ago on July 7th, 1920. According to Wayne Lilley in
our Centenary Book, the Board in 1920 “grew increasingly
alarmed over the fact that the sand the dredges were
slurping up was causing the harbour bottom beneath the
clubhouse to shift”.
The following picture and caption taken from
the Toronto Harbour, The Passing Years,
shows one of the large dredgers to the south
of the clubhouse on June 3, 1920.
In the early morning hours at 2:30 a.m. on July
7, 1920, the clubhouse collapsed into Toronto
Harbour. That is all that historical sources
agree on. The Toronto Daily Star reported on
July 7th, with a tongue and cheek “The chance
of the Queen City Yacht Club having a floating
clubhouse are particularly good. In fact, it may
develop either today or tomorrow. If one more
little pile will slip a bit … they won’t have to
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move over to Sunfish Island (now named Algonquin) –
they’ll slip over.” It goes on to say that several of the south
beams supporting the clubhouse slipped eastward and
each side of the building bulged in opposite directions.
The next day the Star had changed it assessment

claiming that the clubhouse collapsed “owing to the
rotting of the old wooden crib-work underneath
it.” The Toronto World also stated on July 9th that
the “Rotting of the underpinning precipitated the
whole structure into the lake…” The Toronto
Harbour Commission (THC) in its 1985 history
also claimed that the “building shuddered, then
collapsed onto the rotting cribwork that had been
supporting the structure for many years …. Over
the next few weeks, the frame structure
continued to sink deeper and deeper into the bay
and became a popular sight for passers-by. The
neighbouring Argonaut Rowing Club built a
temporary pontoon bridge around the building.”
Our Steward, who looked after the building, lived
on the third floor of the clubhouse with his family.
The story regarding him and his family differ
dramatically. The THC claims “Life-saving crews
heard frantic screams coming from the ruins of
the building, but luckily the club’s steward soon emerged,
having crawled to safety through an upper storey window.”
On the other hand, the Star’s July 7th article stated that
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our Steward and his family had slept on a boat, though on
July 8 the newspaper reported “The steward, E. Simpkins,
was in the building at the time and had to escape through
an upper window.” The Toronto World’s story on July 8th is
quite different regarding the collapse “only one man, the
steward C. M. Henney, was inside at the time. His
wife and family were at the home of a friend.” The
World had a more comprehensive story of a tug
Captain hearing the collapse went to investigate
and “heard the voice of a man frantically call for
help”. He informed the THC night watchman that
the steward and his family were trapped in the
wreckage. The watchman called a life-saving
crew but by the time they arrived the steward had
escaped the wreckage. On July 9th, the World
published a picture of the salvage of the Club’s
furniture and said that “Many skiffs were
contained in the lower storey at the time of the
accident and will be difficult to save.”

The last observation of the Toronto Star is interesting
“Commodore T. A. E. World of the QCYC is away on a
holiday. When he comes back, the club may have done the

self-launching stunt and disappeared altogether. Who is
the jinx?”
The Mayor Tommy Church acknowledged that the
dredging had created the issue in a letter to the Club, but
the negotiations to settle dragged on. The clubhouse had
been evaluated at $32,000 but with the membership
draining away, Commodore Thomas World agreed to a
settlement of $15,000. Almost immediately after the
collapse of the clubhouse, QCYC decided not to move to
the Exhibition grounds where the Toronto Canoe Club and
Argonaut Rowing Club had moved but instead signed an
agreement on August 6, 1920 with the City for a 2.5-acre
site on Sunfish Island (renamed Algonquin when the
bridge to it was built in 1938) and ironically created from
dredgeate from the harbour.
The story of our current clubhouse which turns 100 years
in 2021 will be told next year.

What makes a Yacht Club?
By Genia Vanderkruck

With restrictions in place related to Covid-19, the
clubhouse closed, the restaurant not open, and many
boats not launched, some people may be wondering what
it means to be part of a yacht club. I wanted to share an
experience that Ed and I had this winter when we spent
some time on the Big Island of Hawai'i.
We had done some research about yacht clubs on the
island before we left home and armed with letters of introPAGE 8 QCYC CLIPPER JULY 2020

duction from our club Secretary, Nansi, we made plans to
visit both of them. The first part of our stay was on the
windward, east side of the island. The Hilo Yacht Club
(http://hiloyachtclub.org/) has a beautiful facility on the
edge of Hilo (pronounced Hee-lo) town, with no yachting
facilities. In fact, this rugged coast of Hawai’i has very few
available moorings. There is space at the base of the Hilo
River for a couple of dozen boats to moor, and we saw one

or two sailboats anchored inside the break wall, which
protects Hilo Bay.

They welcome visitors from other yacht clubs who present
a letter of introduction, to enjoy their facilities.

According to the HYC web site, a group of Hilo gentlemen
met in 1913 to organize a social club, to “promote aquatic
and other athletic sports and pastimes.” The club is now
primarily a dining and sports facility, with a pool, tennis
courts, a gym, and both a formal dining room and a more
casual patio overlooking the crashing waves of the Pacific.

The latter part of our stay was on the leeward, west side of
the island, near Kailua-Kona. The Keahou Kona Yacht
Club (http://keauhoukonayachtclub.org/index.html) used
to be located at Honokohau Harbour, the only small boat
harbour on that side of the island. The clubhouse was
destroyed by a tsunami in 2011, and now this club, which

also has no yachting facilities, doesn’t have a clubhouse
either! Members meet for dinner on Tuesdays and
Fridays, in the party room and patio of a condo resort
between Kona and Keauhou. We were warmly welcomed
to join them on the lawn for pupus (appetizers) and our
own refreshments before the catered buffet dinner
arrived. After dinner, Ed and I were introduced and were
allowed to extend greetings from the Queen City Yacht
Club, and exchange burgees. At the time of writing, I
haven’t yet had to opportunity to present Ron with KKYC’s
burgee, but look forward to seeing it hanging in our Great
Hall.
If you’re thinking that no one in Hawai’i actually sails, we
did come across a sailing club at Honokohau Harbour.
The Kona Sailing Club (https://konasailingclub.org/) was
founded in 1980 by 13 charter members who broke away
from an established but strictly social local yacht club.
Most of their members store their sailboats on cradles in
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front of the clubhouse and launch them each time they do
racing, using a pickup truck and launch ramp, as you
would do for a powerboat.
We had the opportunity to charter a sailboat for a couple
of hours with Captain Mike, aboard his 32’ Westsail. The
conditions were perfect with 5-10 knots of steady breeze,
and we even saw a humpback whale surface just ahead of
us. Mike pointed out that with the lack of small boat
harbours on the Big Island, and the great distance
between islands, cruising was not practical for most
sailors. The nearest harbour from Honokohau is in
Lahaina on Maui, 83 nautical miles away. Lots of opportunities to go out on a day charter though.
So, what makes a yacht club? It’s members, of course!
Despite the strange year we’re having, once again, don’t
forget that this is your club.

Driftwood
Originally published in the
September 1993 edition of
Yachting World magazine,
this article follows the adventures of a couple of young
QCYC members in the early
1950's taking their boat to
Florida. The adventure is
covered in more detail in a
book Bob Williamson wrote
called, The Cruise of the
Schooner Driftwood.

The article was saved and submitted
by Ron Mazza.

We just repaired our finger dock.
In case you ever have to do this,
here is what we learned.

Fig. 1. The rot was more
extensive than we thought.

You are going
to need
1. Wolmanized (weather-treated)
timber:4x4” x 16 ft. 2 pieces for each side
for the main beams.
2x8” x 16 ft. 4 pieces for each side
to serve as the sidebars.
2x6” x 12ft. 16 pieces to be cut
into 353/4” lengths for the top
planks.
2. QCYC’s special mitre table saw
that lets you cut sloped edges for
the top planks.
3. The jig designed by David Kent
which allows you to whip off
identical deck planks in no time.
4. Galvanized half-inch lag bolts.
There are about 100 2-½ inch
bolts on a dock. There are quite a
few 4-inch. We were able to reuse
many of them. You will need
some nuts and some washers.
5. 3-inch screws (more than 100) to
secure the top planks.
6. A one-foot long, ¼-inch drill bit
for predrilling the 4x4s.
7. A right-angle device for ensuring
that the predrilling bit is truly
vertical.

How to fix your
finger dock
By Peter Broecker and Peter Ashby

8. A slightly greater than ½-inch drill so that inserting the
lag bolts is not a battle.
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9. A half-inch ratchet socket wrench

Reconstruction.

10.The mooring barge. It is helpful to have it beside your
dock as you work.

Place the new 4x4 on the supports. Mark, from underneath, where the holes have to go. Turn over, predrill, and
drill. Bolt. Clamp the lower side panel in place. Mark
where the holes have to go from inside. Drill and bolt.
Check that the backing section at the junction of the two
side boards is clear of the metal verticals. Same for the
upper panel. Finally, screw on the deck planks using a
spacer to make a neat gap between them.

Demolition
You have to take off the top planks – all of them.
Only then can you see how the dock is put together and
assess the damage. Don’t worry, it is quite easy to walk on
the flotation drum (at least while the main 4x4” are in
place). Check and photograph how the long side planks
are linked with an overlapping backing plate.
The mooring cleats unscrew. They are very stiff. Try
‘Blaster’ or try heating the black support they screw into
with a butane torch.
Fig. 2. The anatomy
of a dock.

QCYC finger dock construction
2”x 6” planks cut to 35 3/4”

4”x 4”x16’
2”x 8”x16’

Angle iron

2”x 8”x16’

Float

The cleats unscrew. Use ‘Blaster’ or heat the black su port
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Fig 3. Note the holes for
the 4x4” and side bars.

Fig 4. With the 4x4” and
sidebars replaced prior
to decking.

Fig 5. The Club’s mitre saw
and Dave Kent’s wooden jig for
cutting top planks.

A Launch
Like
Never
Before
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Commodore

Ron Mazza commodore@qcyc.ca

Welcome to the second COVID
Clipper. Thanks to our Communications Chair, Robin Spurr, for putting
it together. As with our first COVID
Clipper back in May, this one too is
in only electronic format.
First I must thank all members of the Board for their
incredible dedication to keep the Club functioning as well
as possible under these unprecedented COVID restrictions. The Board has had virtual meetings first weekly then
biweekly. The hardest part of the challenge has been
dealing with the continual rapid changes: first when the
COVID situation materialized, then when the lockdown was
applied and now as the lockdown is being gradually lifted.
All this required continuous adjustment and decision
making, often on very short notice. It’s exhausting.
There is not one Board member whose area of responsibility could be considered “normal”. All have been deeply
affected. Some, for whom this year is their first on the
Board, do not know what “normal” is. Jeff Imai, in his first
year on the Board and first year as Vice Commodore, not
only had to learn a new role but also the whole COVID
world. Jade McDonnell, in Entertainment, is particularly
handcuffed in organizing any Club event (they simply are
not allowed) and has shifted her energies, working with
Robin Spurr in Communications, to inventing a virtual
Club. Yves Florack tried very hard to salvage something of
a Learn-to-Sail program before finally realizing the
impossibility of making it work this year. Mark McRae is a
House Chair with a house that is not allowed to open. Dan
Smith in his first year as Treasurer is looking at financial
scenarios that no treasurer has ever had to consider
before. Graham Dougall for the first time as rear
Commodore is not allowed to run races. Our Moorings
Chair, Boris Steipe is trapped in Australia and partici-
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pating entirely online with much help from our Fleet
Captain and former Moorings Chair Andy Oakes. And our
Secretary, Nansi Thomas, gets to document it all. More
about our Yard Chair, Roel Vanderwall, our Fleet Captain,
Andy Oakes, and our Grounds Chair, Rob Hupfield later.
A lot has been accomplished since that May Clipper but,
on the other hand, not much has changed either. A major
accomplishment is that we now have boats in the lagoon.
Of the eighty boats stored for the winter in our yard, thirtythree decided to launch. Our Yard Chair, Roel Vanderwal,
in conjunction with past Yard Chair and past Commodore,
Steve Hills, plus a small but dedicated group of masked
and socially distanced volunteers, successfully, over a
seven and half-day period starting on June 13, launched
all those boats who wanted to, plus two who during
launch changed their minds, and two more who needed
to launch to repair their cradles. So in the end, thirtyseven boats were launched. But to do that required the
repositioning of the majority of those boats whose owners
decided this COVID year was not a good time to be
messing about in boats. That resulted in more crosshauls
than launches. So the real brilliance of this 2020 launch
was that anyone who wanted to launch was launched and
anyone who didn’t want to launch didn’t have to (except
the two mentioned above). The process was also structured so that in the fall it could be run backwards to
ensure a simplified haul out with minimum cross hauling.
Well done Roel, Steve, and others.
Another major accomplishment was the launching of our
main tender the Algonquin Queen II. Transport Canada
decreed in April that no ferries with passenger capacities
greater than twelve were allowed to operate unless
providing an essential service. In June they modified that
edict so that we were allowed to launch the AQII and have
it certified for twelve. Our Fleet captain, Andy Oakes, and
his crew successfully got the boat running and certified
and completed three runs before the transmission failed.
The pontoon boat was put in service as an infill. Many
hours were spent in trying to repair the transmission,

including Deb Francey doing the 3.5-hour drive to
Leamington and back three times, but to no avail. A new
transmission is soon to be installed and hopefully, the
Queen will be operational again. Mary Partridge has
modified our sign up app to allow members to book their
spots on our tenders due to their limited COVID capacity.
Masks must be worn on the tenders.
Red and Blue section electrical upgrades are now almost
completed. Thanks to Rob Hupfield and Andy Gomes for
his leadership on this and especially to Randy Pickles who
did most of the work. It’s so nice to get all that old
electrical service upgraded.
Our House Chair, Mark McRae, and Vice Commodore Jeff
Imai have finalized a revised COVID contract with our
caterer Mike Madden and hope to have a patio and takeout service up and running soon. All this, of course, made
possible by the extensive electrical repairs and upgrades
made in the clubhouse over the winter and spring by
Nicholas Cianciotta. Nick discovered and rectified no end
of questionable looking electrical situations. And then
there is the ongoing battle for possession of the building
with a family of mink that had squatted there in the
absence of humans. I think we’re winning that one.
But some things have not yet changed.
• Compliance with the Club’s COVID protocols is required
as a condition of using the Club.
• The clubhouse, except for the washrooms, is still
required to be closed. That means our Club manager,
Laura Manganaro, still needs to work from her home.
Laura is still working a three-day week to help to keep
costs down.
• No indoor dining is yet allowed.
• Any organized event involving more than ten participants is still not allowed.
• A minimum two-metre social distancing with anyone
outside your “social circle” is still required.

• Careful sanitizing of shared surfaces is still required.
• Frequent personal hand washing is still required.
• Only persons in your “social circle” are allowed to be on
your boat at any time.
• Organized boat racing is still not allowed.
• Reduced capacity on our Club tenders is still required
to maintain social distancing.
But by the time you read this, we may have entered Stage
3 and some of these restrictions may be relaxed. But it
will still likely be a long time before we are back to any
form of “normal”.
Now that launch is complete, the next big push is to help
our Grounds Chair, Rob Hupfield to complete the flood
mitigation work. It would be wonderful to get the raised
walkway in Red Section complete this summer. Don’t
forget that the water is still well above average levels and
flooding next summer is still a real possibility. Rob has
completed a fifty-foot section of walkway on his own and it
looks spectacular. Please give Rob a hand. Stay tuned for
ten people organized work party parties Rob will be
calling to get this done.
But if sandbags and paving slabs are more than you can
handle there are many other jobs to be done around the
Club. We cannot organize large scale work parties under
COVID restrictions so pick your area of interest and
contact the appropriate Board Chair to get plugged into a
project. Or simply have a look around and see what needs
to be done and do it. There’s lots of work for everyone.
Please fill in your work hours on the website as hard copy
forms cannot be processed at this time.
It has been a very difficult year for everyone at QCYC.
Everyone is under some level of stress and there are
bound to be some incidents of friction. We ask that all
members be patient and kind with each other as we work
our way through this difficult year. We thank you all for your
unwavering support of the Club in these difficult times.
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Vice Commodore

Jeff Imai

vicecommodore@qcyc.ca

It’s July, and things are starting
to take a positive turn. The
Protocols for Visiting the Club
have been updated numerous
times to try to keep pace with
the changes in government announcements and
policy changes. We have moved into stage 2 of
opening, our restaurant is permitted to open,
Toronto Island parks are open, and we should be
entering stage 3 of opening the economy very soon.
We are continuing to utilize SignUp for the club
tender, for ferry trips and for just coming over to
the Club. SignUp allows us to keep track of
members at the Club in the event that any member
tests positive for coronavirus. For those members
who are staying longer on their boats, we are
assuming that you are at the Club unless you
register on a departing tender.
The SignUp process also allows us to better
schedule club tender runs and minimize leaving
members at the dock waiting for the next run. This
has been important since we are running the
Princess rather than the AQII. The Princess has a
very limited capacity due to physical distancing
requirements. Transport Canada has not yet
published restrictions on the capacity of the AQII,
other than we are required to have passengers
maintain 2m of physical distancing onboard and
wear face coverings.
The Proofs of Insurance have been coming in.
Thanks to all who have submitted their Proofs. If
your insurance renews during the summer months,
please submit your proof as soon as possible. For
those who have not yet submitted, please take a
moment and send your proof.
We have been working hard to get some racing in
this season. However, we have been faced with
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numerous roadblocks and outdated policies that
have not changed since the early days of the
pandemic. We are hopeful that the policies will
change that will allow some form of racing this
summer.
Some of the boats have been moved off the front
yard. The drysail area has been rearranged to allow
some of the drysail boats to be stored and
launched. Thanks to Roel and his team for making
this happen.
During all of the changes in government policies,
the basic message has not changed:
• Keep physical distancing of 2m;
• Wear a mask where physical distancing is not possible;
and
• Wash your hands often.

House

Mark MacRae house@qcyc.ca

By the time you read this, if everything has gone to plan, our
restaurant will be open for take-out
orders. Our caterer, Mike Maddin,
has been chomping at the bit to start cooking for you.
Please check the Quick Clipper for the latest information
on how to place your order and where you are allowed to
enjoy your food and drink. We are expecting to phase in
operations as COVID-19 allows, beginning with take-out
service only. As with all things at the club this year, please
be patient as we figure out the best and safest way to do
this.
Other than restaurant take-out, access to the clubhouse
remains limited to the two main washrooms (via the
exterior west side door), the laundry machines, and the

snug washroom (via the west side door). All other areas
of the clubhouse remain closed until further notice. Your
cooperation is appreciated as we continue to do our best
to comply with all the various levels of ever-changing
regulations that affect our Club.
As the office remains closed, Laura continues to work a 3day week from home. She can be contacted at
office@qcyc.ca or 647-446-7601.
I would like to send out a big thank you to Nick Cianciotta,
who has effected many much-needed repairs to the
clubhouse electrical systems. Also huge thanks to three
of our lowest-seniority-number members (notice I didn’t
say “oldest”), Peter Jones, Peter Broecker and Ron Mazza
who took it upon themselves to order lumber and repair
all the missing, rotten and damaged sections of the
decking around the ground level of the clubhouse.

Ted Doyle

At 96 years old, longtime QCYC
member Ted Doyle shows us how to
keep our spirits high while sailing his
boat COMUS in July 2020. Ted is a very
special member, former board member,
and recipient of the Jack Albertson
award, who has devoted hundreds of
work hours to many club projects.
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Treasurer

Dan Smith treasurer@qcyc.ca

Happy July everyone! I say that, in
part, to remind myself what month it
is since time seems to have lost all
meaning. Reading some of the other
Board reports before writing this one, it seems like a
common thread is that things have been evolving so
quickly and we meet so frequently that it can be hard to
distill everything into a succinct report. I’ll try to be
concise.
One of our main activities recently (at least from my
perspective) has been to build and then maintain a variety
of financial models. This is not a complaint. I love building
models! They make sense of the world. Some include the
tender operations model, which we used to drive staff
scheduling decisions. Another was the LTS cost model,
which explored various staffing and scheduling scenarios
as we grappled with some difficult decisions.
Recently, we have been modeling various scenarios
around yard storage and moorings fees in this very
unusual year. In our motion that credited 50% of your
mooring fees toward the spring invoice, we committed to
reevaluate the situation in July once more was known
about how the year would play out. At the time we weren’t
sure if we’d be losing an entire or partial season and that
uncertainty was the main reason for providing near-term
relief to members until proper conclusions could be
drawn. I’m writing this on July 3rd, so we might need a
few more hours before that analysis is complete, but it is
progressing.
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Perhaps the most important modeling activity is the biweekly update of our revenues, expenses, and capital
projects. While this gives us a good idea of where we
currently stand, we also make monthly bucketed projections into the next five months to understand our cash
flows over the medium term. Thankfully our cashflows
can be buttressed by our investments maturing on July
31. While most will be reinvested (this time in a more
flexible instrument given ongoing uncertainty), some
amount will be required to sustain the Club until the fall
bill is issued and collected.
Speaking of invoices, thanks to all who have paid or
arranged short-term payment plans! There are a small
number of outstanding accounts at this time, so please
reach out to me at treasurer@qcyc.ca if you are one of
these people and haven’t received my messages.
The last model that we are looking at is how to most
effectively participate in the CEWS program that provides
a 75% wage subsidy to businesses experiencing a 30%
loss in revenue. It’s a bit of a chess game and we are
continuing to monitor the situation. Essentially, we know
that we at least partially qualify for some simply not all
periods using the cash accounting method. We may
qualify completely using the accrual method, but we just
won't know for sure until a single season is closer to being
complete.
Thanks for reading and if you have any input or questions
or concerns just reach out to me. Happy to chat!

Learn to Sail

Yves Florack learntosail@qcyc.ca

Reopening 2021
As QCYC continues into phase
three of its reopening, the junior
sailing program has postponed
its annual camp to 2021. Throughout these past
three months, LTS had been reviewing and
assessing the status of provincial orders and the
evolving public health conditions to determine if
changes could be made to allow programming to be
offered.
The junior sailing
program is a fundamental piece of the
club's mission, so we
were determined to
find a way to make the
camps happen, to keep
kids engaged, and to
help adults learn to
sail. We modified our
programs to accommodate several factors
including provincial
orders, the number of
boats at our disposal,
and parent concerns.
We concluded that the
best course was to cancel the 2020 Junior Sail
Camp.
It has not been an easy decision to make. We had
unusual interest from parents in the first month of
registration and it was looking like we would sell
out the summer program, illustrating just how
much people want to sail and are turning to it as a
form of fun and escape. In about a month, all registrations stopped due to the exceptional situation
caused by the COVID pandemic.

Through the early stages, deciding how to move
forward with programming was difficult, but we did
come to a “GO” decision based on offering a
modified version of the curriculum that followed the
COVID restrictions set out by the Provincial
government, Sail Canada and Ontario Sailing
recommendations.
We tried to salvage some sort of Learn to Sail
program but in the end just could not make it work.
There were just too few students we could accommodate and some other obstacles to make the
program worthwhile. So, with great regret, the
Board at our June 25th meeting, decided to cancel
the program for this year.
There are a number of
clubs on the lake that
have brought their
camps back and are
providing them in a
safe way. Given that
camp programming is
an equipment-based
sport with so much
sharing, and very social
— which makes it so
much fun and the
social experience that
it is for the kids that
attend every summer,
— sanitizing the boats
between uses will be
the new normal. Will their young sailors be asked to
wear a mask and gloves while at camp for
additional safety? Probably not. I don’t know. All I
know as we continue our shared fight against
coronavirus is, “We’re not in Kansas anymore.”
Brighter days are ahead, keep sailing!
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